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I. BACKGROUND, FACTS AND STATEMENT OF JURJSDICTIO

1

Most of the essential facts giving rise to this grievance are in dispute. In a nutshell, the
case involves a mis-board of a passenger at Houston Hobby on November 2, 20 I 0.
On or about November 11, 20 I 0, the Company determined that Agent X, the Grievru1t in
this case, failed to secure her flight (i.e., the jetway or jetbridge) resulting in the misboarding of
a passenger,- The results of a fact-finding, held on November 8, 2010,
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outlines with specificity the nature of this grievance:
SOUTHWEST AIRLINES
MEMORANDUM
•

• * *

A fact-finding was held on Monday, November 08, 20 I 0, to discuss a customer mis-board on your night
#1091 on Tuesday, November 2, 2010. Present at this meeting were you, TWU Representative Tom Horr, and
myself.
A fler a complete investigation into this matter and after review of the testimony and documents provided at the
fact-finding, We have concluded that you failed to secure your flight and a custoliler was mis-boarded. Such
conduct is not consistent with Southwest Airlines. This behavior is unacceptable and is in violation of the
Southwest Airlines Ground Operations Basic Principles ofConduct, including, but not limited to, the following:
14.

Pcrfonning your job in a careless, negligent, or unsatisfactory manner.

27.

Failure to comply with safety ruler or regulations.

Based on the above and as a result of your actions, this letter will serve as a Letter of Warning. Please be
advised that the behavior that you have displayed will not be tolerated. Any further violations of this nature
will result in discipline, up to and including tem1ination. If you are unclear as to what is expected of you, or
if there is anything that we can do to assist you, please do not hesitate to contact a Supervisor or Manager.
If there's any way I can help you, please let me know.
(JX 2 nt 3).

On November 11, 20 I 0, the TWU filed a grievance on behalf of Agent Xasserting a
violation of Article V, Section 20 of the collective bargaining agreement. In relevant part that
grievance reads as follows:
Agent [Agent X] was given a letter of warning for a miss-boarding passenger. Agent had no errors on flight
and no prove that passenger boarded without [boarding] pass. Possible gate agent handed passenger
wrong boarding pass.
Remedy or settlement sought
Remove letter of warning.

(JX 2 at4).

Throughout the lower steps of the parties' grievance procedure the Company maintained that
the Grievant failed to secure her flight, resulting in the customer mis-boarding his flight.
Accordingly, the grievance was denied.
In accordance with the 2008-2011 collective bargaining agreement, Local 555 moved the
matter to arbitration under Article 20, Section 1, paragraph L, sub-paragraph 11, to the undersigned
Arbitrator. A hearing was held on March 5, 2011, at the Wyndham Dallas Love Field Hotel, 3300
West Mockingbird Lane, Dallas, TX. The parties appeared through their representatives and entered
SWA&TWU 555
HOU-0-1611/10 (2011)
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exhibits and testimony. The record was closed on receipt of briefs.

II. ISSUE FOR RESOLUTION
The parties stipulated that the issue for resolution is a follows: Was the letter of discipline
given to Agent Xfor just cause and, if not, what shall be the remedy (R. 7).

III. POSITION OF THE COMPANY
The position of the Company, as outlined in its opening statement and post-hearing Brief, is
summarized as follows:
The Company first asserts that the case against the Grievant is quite simple. Bet\vecn 8:00
and 9:00 a.m. on November 2, 2010, Agent X was working as an operations agent boarding
passengers at boarding door 23 for Flight 1091 at Houston Hobby Airport. That flight was headed
for Tampa, FL. Another flight, Flight 8, was headed to Dallas, TX, and was boarding at door 21,
approximately 75 feet from door 23.
Passenger- scheduled for Flight 8 to DFW and departing at 8:00 a.m,, was
running late that morning. He checked his bags at curbside at 7:58 and rushed to the gate. At 8:06
the customer service agent working the podium for Gates 23 and 21 printed his boarding passes and
gave them to� The first leg of his flight was to DFW, then connecting to Amarillo, TX.
Notwithstanding the fact that the operations agent working at a particular boarding door is
responsible for securing the jetway and preventing passengers from boarding if they are not ticketed
for that particular flight,-mistakenly boarded the flight to Tampa instead of the flight to
DFW. The plane took offand only after an hour or so later when he awoke over the Gulf of Mexico
instead of over Dallas did�realize that he had boarded the wrong flight. In the meantime, his
luggage was on the flight to Dallas (where he should have been as well).
Management submits that due to the seriousness of the potential safety, security, and
inconvenience factors, the operations agent is responsible for ensuring that all individuals who pass
through the boarding door and down the jetway are ticketed for the flight they are boarding. In
management's view, the Grievant failed to do that in this case. Why she failed to do it is unclear.
To this end the Company asserts that the Grievant could have left the boarding door unallended and
the jetway unsecured while dealing with passenger baby issues before takeoff, or whether she walked
away from the door for another reason. Management argues that the Grievant could have taken a
boarding pass from�but failed to scan it as required to ensure that he was permitted to board.
Regardless of why the Grievant failed to secure the jetway, there is no doubt that she was delinquent
in one of her important duties on that morning.
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While the Company acknowledged that the Grievant was an excellent operations agent,
management nevertheless asse11s that this does not mean that she is infallible. She made a serious
mistake on the morning ofNovember 2,2010, when she failed to prevent�from boarding Flight
1091 to Tampa and, as such, she received a letter of warning. lt is clear, says the Company, from
the very fact that�as unticketed on the flight to Tampa that the Grievant failed to meet the
above requirements. According to management "The plain fact is that there was an extra person on
that flight [to Tampa] and tlrns, the jetbridge could not have been properly secured nor could the total
passenger court have been accurate. These failings could only be attributed to the Grievant, not a
customer Service Agent." (Brieffor the Employer at 6).
In the Company's view, it did not rush to judgment nor did it implement extreme discipline.
It did not suspend the Grievant nor did it issue a final letter ofwarning. In fact, she suffered no loss
of pay whatsoever when mis-boarding- All in all, the Company had just cause to issue the
Grievant a letter of warning, a lower level of discipline, that was fair and reasonable under the
circumstances. Id. at 7.
With respect to the Union's allegation that the Company should have interviewed the
passenger during its investigation of the incident, the Company responds that in this case, where the
customer is already upset at being mis-boarded, its protocol is not to involve the customer in its
personal business. Similarly, it is rare to check a video, especially when what is at issue is a written
warning not involving any criminal activity (R. 88-89).
Finally, the Company asserts that there are no mitigating factors supporting a lesser discipline
(Brief at 7). Leniency and compassion arc not powers granted to the Arbitrator by the parties'
collective bargaining agreement. It is something only the Company can grant. Id. Management
asserts that it already exercised leniency in determining to issue a final warning, much Jess a
suspension or any loss of pay. The Company could have chosen to impose more severe discipline
given the blatant disregard of security protocol and the poor service provided to the passenger, but
instead gave the Grievant a Letter of Warning (Brief at 8). The Gricvant's good record was duly
weighed and the discipline she received reflects this consideration. The Company did not abuse its
discretion and no evidence exists suggesting otherwise. Id.
For the above reasons, the grievance should be denied. The Company had just cause to issue
a letter of warning on November 11, 20 IO to Agent X on her mis-boarding of Passenge�
(Briefat 9).
IV. POSITION OF THE UNION
The position of the Union, as outlined in its opening statement and Brief, is summarized as
follows:

SWA & TWU 555
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The Un.ion initially points out that the Grievant, an Operations Agent, is a 24-year employee
with no disciplinary history. As an Operatfons Agent one of her job duties is to board passengers.
To do this, the Grievant relies on numerous things, including gate agents and the Company's
technology. To board a SWA flight the passenger must give the agent a boarding card that matches
the flight. There are, argues the Union, numerous ways that a passenger may receive his boarding
card, a kiosk, a ticket counter agent, and a skycap. The operations agent never gives a passenger a
boarding pass.
The Union concedes that on November 2,2010, the Grievant was working Flight 1091. The
Grievant scanned boarding cards and allowed passengers to enter the aircraft. On this particular day
the passenger at issue boarded Flight 1091 which went to Tampa. It was the wrong flight.
In the Union's view the Company had no cause to issue the Grievant any disciplinary
warning. No person say the Grievant do anything wrong. In the Union's words, "there's just no
proof at all to show that Agent X was guilty of anything." (R. 11). The Gricvant performed her
job coITectly. There are, argues the Union, alternative methods of passengers boarding the wrong
flight. The Company clearly made a mistake issuing the Grievant discipline. To this end neither the
Union nor the Company can show who was responsible for this passenger boarding the wrong
aircraft. In the Union's words, "there were at least four Customer Service Supervisors who did
have direct contact with-yet the Company chose not to include them in the investigation."
(Brieffor the Union at 8). The investigation should not have been approached with a focus on
discipline only but, rather, it should have focused on how a passenger boarded a flight
incorrectly. "It is incomprehensible," the Union submits, "that four Customer Service Supervisors
would not think to ask the customer how this happened, or ask to see his boarding pass to determine
ifit had the correct name to prevent a similar sit1.1ation in the future." Id. James Jensen, the
Customer Service Supervisor from Tampa, could have asked�to see the boarding passes
issued out of Houston. �would not have used his connecting boarding pass to Amarillo, so it
most likely would have been in his possession, argues the Union. Id. at 9. "It is unfortunate that
the Company took such a nonchalant approach to investigating a matter that could have serious
security consequences." Id. at 10.
For the above reasons, the Union requests that the grievance be sustained and the Grievant's
disciplinary letter be removed from her file.

V. DISCUSSION
The National Academy of Arbitrators, in their recent text The Common Law ofthe Workplace
177 (BN/\ Books, 2005)(second edition) considered the issue ofjust cause and had this to say on the
issue:

§6.5. Reasons Constituting Just Cause
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(1) The essence of the just cause principle is the requirement that an employer must
have some demonstrable reason for imposing discipline. The reason must concern the
employee's ability, work performance, or conduct, or the employer's legitimate business
needs.
(2) Ability and pe,jormance. An employer may discipline an employee for failure
to meet reasonable work standards.
(3) Conduct. An employer may discipline an employee for violations of stated
or generally known and reasonable work rnles and expectations.
(4) Business necessity. A termination for business reasons other than the employee's
ability, work performance, or conduct is normally not regarded as discipline. A layoff for
lack of work, for instance, is not disciplinary. In rare cases, however, a termination that is
in fact within the classification of disciplinmy and that would not otherwise be permissible
may be justified for business reasons.
(5) Just cause is not synonymous with "fault." An employee nay violate work
rules and merit discipline even if the employer cannot prove the employee actually
intended the violation.

What is clear from reading arbitrators' decisions in the area of just cause is that any
determination ofjust cause requires two separate considerations: (1) Whether the employee is guilty
ofmisconduct, and (2) Assuming guilt, whether the discipline imposed is a reasonable penalty under
the circumstances of the case. The universal rnle in grievance arbitration is that the Employer must
carry the burden of proof of just cause in a discipline or discharge case.

* *

*

*

Manager of Ramp Operations Brian Smith asserted that he issued a letter of warning to the
Grievant because she mis-boarded� and it was her responsibility to secure the flight, which
included access to the jetbridge:
Q. And why did you draw the conclusion that it was Agent X's fault
that-was mis-boarded?
A. She is the last line of defense in boarding the aircraft. It's usually the ops agent's
responsibility to account for eve1yone that's on board that airplane.

pass?

Q. And was it possible that the customer service agent gave him the wrong boarding

A. No. They had given him- it was shown in here that he was given a boarding pass
for Flight 8.
Q. And there were no error scans on the gate reader report?

A. No, ma'am.
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Q. So he didn't present a boarding pass for the Dallas flight?
A. No, ma'am. And there were no misapplication of funds for Flight 1091 either.
(R. 57).

Mr. Smith concluded that the Grievant was the only person responsible for the mis-board:
Q. And given that- given that, you know, you concluded that the customer service
agent didn't give the wrong boarding pass and that the gate reader didn't make a mistake,
how else could this have happened?
A. He - I mean, he got on the plane, and the only way he could have got on is if
Agent X did not see him and did not secure the jetway. He had to walk down from the gate
area down the jetway and on to the aircraft. There's no other way he could get on the
plane. (R.
57-58).
Significantly, Smith could not say whether the passenger number the Grievant came up with
(in this case, 91) was the same number provided by the flight attendant:
Q. Did the flight attendan.t and the Grievant say the same number?
A. That I - I wasn't there. 1 don't know. I'm sorry.
Q. You don't know who determined what the number was?
A. Right, yes, ma'am, I do not know.
Q. Whether they were relying on gate reader or relying on the flight attendant's count
or both?
A. Right. (R. 59-60).

Still, Smith asserted the Grievant was properly disciplined for the mis-board:
Q. Brian, as you sit here today, do you think it was fair to issue a letter of warning
to the Grievant?
A. Yes, ma'am, I do.

Q. And what is that?
A. Because that's the consistent standard that we issue for a customer mis-board.
Mis-boards are extremely dangerous in a sense that, you know, it's a security issue. We
upset the customer. It's - you know, it's also an embarrassment to the Company as well.
So there's - it also open up for security fines as well. (R. 63-64).
Smith maintained that it was necessary to discipline the Grievant "in order to remain
consistent." (R. 64).
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Cherry Hairston, a customer service supervisor, testified that she was present whe1�as
issued two boarding passes. She explained:
When he walked up lo the podium, he was on his cell phone the entire time. He never
once acknowledged us. He never once got off the phone. He was standing sort of sideways
on the podium. He handed Agent Y his security document. When he handed her the security
document, she printed his boarding pass.
After she printed his boarding pass, she handed it back to him. He didn't acknowledge her
so she laid it on the podium. Afler she laid the boarding pass on the podium, he was still on
the phone, and she said "yoo-hoo." So that got his attention. He picked up his boarding
pass. When said "yoo-hoo" to him, we all started laughing, including the customer that was
r

standing behind him. He got his boarding pass, and he walked away. Where he went f om
that point, I have no idea. (R. 95).

*

*

*
The Arbitrator: All right. You saw the customer then pick up a boarding pass?
The Witness: Two boarding passes.
The Arbitrator: Two floarding passes.
The Witness. Yes.
The Arbitrator: Okay. Then you didn't see him go to 21 or 23 after that?
The Witness: No, I did not. (R. 96).

*

*

*

Q. Any why do you rememberA. Well, we remembered him well because when he walked up, he was on his phone
talking about a tree and a fence. He just never acknowledged us, never said anything to us.
He was just- and it was kind of loud that he was on the phone. That's how we remembered
him so well because, you know, most people when they're on their phone, they'll walk up
and they'll say, "Hold on a second." He didn't. He just kept talking on his cell phone, never
said a word to us. He just got his boarding passes and he walked off. (R. 100).
-was missing from Flight 8, where he should have been, so his boarding pass was
deleted and the flight was closed out (R. 97). "There wasn't anybody missing from that flight. We
closed it out and we were done with it." (R. 97-98).
Hairston commented that she noticed that Agent X had left the jetbridge door open.
Q. You mentioned that you saw that Agent X had left the door open.
A. Uh-huh.
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Q. What does that mean?
A. Meaning that the jetway door at the top, we always ask the ops agents to close the
door. And for several reasons, but like when customers are running late and they run up and
they see the doors closed, we can say the door is closed, the plane is gone. * * *
Q. And is it your understanding that the doors shouldn't be open unless there's
someone in the vicinity to control who passes through it?
A. Which is true. (R. 100-101).
Hairston asserted that when�received his boarding passes, "there was no other boarding
passes there. There was no other boarding passes that were in the hopper. He received his
boarding passes, and she [Agent Y] handed both of them to him while she put them on the
podium." Asked, "Did Agent Y have a stack of boarding passes that she was handing out?",
Hairston answered in the negative (R. 104).
The Arbitrator: So he-had a boarding pass for what flight?
The Witness: He had a boarding pass for Flight Number 8 and 1394, which was his
connecting flight.
The Arbitrator: Dallas?
The Witness: Yes, Sir.
Q. (By Ms. Bennett) 1394 was Dallas to Amarillo?
A. Dallas to Amarillo.
Q. Eight (8) was Houston to Dallas.
A. He was going Houston to Dallas on Flight 8, and he was co1�necting there to go
to Amarillo. (R. 105).
Company witness Rick Justice conceded that SW A docs not know how � got on the
wrong airplane:
Q. How did they [sic] get on the wrong plane?
A. l do not know.
Q. But Agent X received discipline for it. Is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. But we do not know.
A. I wasn't there. I have to go with the evidence at hand. The individual boarded
the wrong aircraft.
Q. And that's what you based it on, because the passenger boarded the wrong
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aircraft?
A. Correct.
Q. You didn't base it on any eyewitness account that Agent X did her job wrong?
Is that correct?
A. 1 am not aware of an eyewitness to the event.
Q. If fact, is there any proof that Agent X did anything wrong?
A. The passenger purchased a ticket to travel to Amarillo, and he got on the Tampa
flight. (R. 122).
The Grievant's story is simple. She acknowledged working Flight 1091 on November 2
and boarding 91 passengers. The passenger manifest reflected that 91 passengers were on the flight.
In an exchange with counsel for the Union, the Grievant explained the process she followed:

nd

Q. So after you scan the boarding cards, it automatically goes on the list?
A. Well, every passenger that has a boarding card is on here.
Q. And that wo"uld include the throughs?
A. Yes.
Q. And on the second page it shows the total passengers on the airplane, 91?
A. Correct. (R. 162).

* * *
Q. Can you tell me what happened while you were working this flight?
A. Worked it like any other flight. And I believe that we held a few minutes for
some transfers, but it was like only a couple of minutes. I don't think its on the sheet, but
it was only like two minutes. And then the last person to get on, I did the weight and
balance, and that was it.
Discussing the boarding and her work area, the Grievant explained that a passenger could not
go around or in back of her:
Q. And let's talk about your gate area where you actually physically board the
airplane. Can you tell me how it's set up, the gate scanner where you're accepting boarding
cards.
A. There's only one way in. You cannot come from behind me, and you cannot come
from the side. There's a wall behind me, a wall to the side of me, and then the boarding
door, so there's only one way to come in.
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Q. Did you ever leave the jet way unsecure?
A. No.
Q. Did you scan all the boarding cards for this flight?
A. Yes. (R. 164).
The Grievant testified that atler she scanned the last passenger she walked down the jetway
to confirm with the flight attendant there was 91 passengers on the flight. In her words, "she
confirmed there are 91 on board. 1 went in and handed the captain his paperwork, and I exited the
airplane and closed the door." (R. 165). Agent X went on to explain what she meant when she
stated there were 91 people on board:

board?

Q. Can you tell me what you meant by when you say you confirmed 91 people on

A. When I walk down there, the first thing I do is I ask them how many passengers
they have.
Q. And what did they tell you?
A. They told me 91.

Q. So, as far as you know, you had 91 passengers total?
A. Uh-huh [nodding].
Q. The flight attendant counted 91 passengers, total?
A. Uh-huh [nodding].

Q. Is that conect?
A. That's correct.
Q. So it is your testimony that you counted, that your count and the flight
attendant's count was correct?
A. That is correct, because we wouldn't be leaving if it didn't match (It 166).

* * *
Q. Now, Agent X, could someone have boarded around you, behind you, or
A. No.
Q. -boarded without you knowing it? At the fact finding meeting, did I3ubba supply
you with or your rep any write ups?
A. No, he just mentioned the person in Tampa had done one, but he didn't have it
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there. He was going to get that for us. (R. 167-168).
During cross examination, the Grievant maintained there was no way anyone could have gol
by her, especially at Gate 23. '1t's a very crowded corner, and it is a corner gate. There is only one
way in." (R. 180).
SW A Flight Attendant Z testified that the "C" or middle flight attendant is responsible
for obtaining a passenger count (R. 186). Over objection from company counsel ( citing hearsay),
Rea stated that the "C" flight attendant on 1091 made a passenger count and reported no irregular
operations when telling the "A" flight attendant and ops agent about that. She corroborated the
Grievant's testimony concerning the procedure to be followed when the numbers do not match
(R. 188).
Q. If the numbers don't match, what happens?
A. Then the C flight attendant has to go to the back of the aircraft and recount.
Q. Do you know if the flight attendant had to recount?
A. No, she did not.
Q. And how do you know this?
A. Because she told me. (R. 188).

1

I.n his book, A Death in Belmont, Sebastian Junger (author of The J >e,ject Storm) notes that
circumstantial evidence is everything except eyewitness testimony, photographs and other evidence
from the "crime" itself which is called direct evidence. Direct evidence is evidence that proves a
proposition directly. It is extremely powerful as Jong as it is suppo11ed by circumstantial evidence.
Unsupported, it is only as reliable as the witness who supports it.
Junger goes on to point out: Circumstantial evidence, as opposed to direct eyewitness-type
evidence, uses known facts to draw inferences about unknown facts. No single fact is enough to
Afler hearing Z testimony, I commented 1ha! "ll's prelly good hearsay. l'lljusl tell you guys that. h's oul
!here. On the hearsay meter, it's probably a 9." (R. 188). Z's testimony regarding the procedure thal is folluwcd when the
numbers do 1101 match up is relevant, however, to show that, apparently, the Grievant's number (91) had to match up with what
wns repor1ed by the flight crew, otherwise a reconciliation would have to occur. Apparently, this did nol happen in the cuse at
bar, favoring the Grievant's case.
Furthennorc, the flight ops manual requires that the pilots compare the written night allcndnnl passenger count with the
loading schedule (UX 11 ), which means that the passenger count has to be compared with what the flight allendant reports (R.
190).
Q. [By Ms. I3ennell): So how do they [the pilots) verify the count is correct?
A. [lly Z]: Because the flight nllcndants make the count, conftm1 it with the ops agent, nnd then they reconfirm
it with the pilots. The flight attendants write down the count. As long as it - once it matches with the ops ngent's count, give it
to the pilots. The ops agents also give their paperwork to the pilots, and those numbers should match up.
Q. So if the ops agent said 91 and the night 11ttcndru1l wrote down 91, they would match up?
A That is correct. (R. 191 ).
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prove guilt- the defendant was observed at the scene of the crime, for example- but taken together,
they prove the defendant is guilty. When judges instruct a jury on circumstantial evidence they
sometimes use the example of a law clerk arriving at work in the morning to find the judge's coat
hanging in the closet, a cup of hot coffee on the desk, and the morning paper open next to it. The
clerk does not need to actually see the judge with his own eyes to conclude that he is almost certainly
in the building. The weakness of circumstantial evidence is that, ultimately, it is an extremely
complex form of guesswork that involves dozens of interrelated facts, but that it also its
strength: Dozens of interrelated facts arc thought almost never to arrange themselves in sucb
a way to make an innocent man look guilty. 2
Arbitrator Thomas Angelo, in American Airlines & TWU, Case M-0092-01 (2002)(Rosila,
grievant)(unpublished) stated it this way: "Circumstantial evidence is defined as a collection of facts
which, taken together, leave only one reasonable conclusion. A single difference from direct
evidence is that circumstantial proof requires more "work" by the proponent of the evidence, since
a series of facts must be established and that collection of evidence must lead to only one conclusion.
Circumstantial evidence is typically challenged by disproving one or more of the circumstantial I inks
or by demonstrating the evidence, taken as a whole, leads to more than one reasonable conclusion."
The problem for management is this: The one person who could testify as to what happened
on November 2"d was not called to testify. Moreov� was he deposed or even given the
opportunity to make a statement at the hearing. Onl�k.nows how he ended up on a flight
to Tampa {TP A), rather than DFW. Did he ever hand a boarding pass to the Grievant? 3 Did he.see
the Grievant scan it? On cross examination Smith conceded that the passenger was effectively out
of the loop:
Q. * * * Wouldn't it make sense if you are talking with the customer who
was inconvenienced and sent to the wrong city, to find out why thnt happened,
wouldn't it be important to ask, did you give the gate agent the boarding card or do you
still have it?
A. I suppose you could ask them that, yeah.
Q. Now, up to right now, today, has anyone ever asked the customer'!
A. I don't think anyone's - no sh·, no one's talked to the customer. I certainly
haven't. I know these guys have, the Tampa folks had talked to him.
Q. But we don't know if they asked him?
A. Right, I don't know what they asked him, no.

2

Sebastian Yungcr, A
evidence).

Death in Belmont (Norton,

2006)(discussing the utility of circumstantial

Q. [By Mr. Bettinger]: And we never asked the customer ifhc actually handed the boarding card to Agent
X'/ A. [By Mr. Smith]; No, sir, I did not. (R. 75).
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Q. And you knew that going into making your decision that we didn't actually have
the card and there was really no proof of what happened at-when he checked in with
A. No, I did have proof that he got a card because it showed it printed forAgent
him. X.
Q. Which I stipulate he did receive a card.
A. Right, for Flight 8.
Q. What card, we still don't know which card he was given. We have proof that a
card was generated.
A. Right.
Q. But we do not have proof that he had that card in his hand and gave it to Ms.
Agent X. Is that correct?
A. I don't have a picture, no. We've got statements that he got it. That's all. (R. 6768).
I can understand management's reluctance not to involve a passenger in its business, but
somewhere along the line it seems reasonable to query-how all this happened. A simple
"What happened at the jetbridge?, or "Did anyone scan your boarding pass?", presurnpti vely would
not have upset a reasonable person. What management did was to avoid�and conclude that,
because he boarded the wrong flight, Agent X must have been at fault.
Moreover, if, as asserted by management, there were 92 passengers on board Flight
1091, given that the manifest and other papcnvork recorded 91 passengers, pursuant to airline
procedure the discrepancy would have to be resolved. Y ct no discrepancy exists for the Tampa
flight, indicating that it is just as likely that there was 91 passengers on boal'd as the 92
number asserted by management. The absence of any recorded discrepancy favors the
Grievant's case.
The Union points out that the Company elected not to request the video of the gate area,
apparently, according to Smith, because this case did not involve theft or security (Brieffor the
Union at 9-10). While I would not characterize the Company's investigation as "nonchalant" (as the
Union does), access to a security video might indeed have been dispositive regarding what happened.
Simply because the discipline meted out to the Grievant was less than a suspension or termination
would not excuse tapping all sources of infonnation regarding what happened.
The bottom line is this: Management has effectively treated this matter like a res ispa case
in tort law, i.e. that the event (mis-boarding a passenger) does not happen absent someone's
negligence, which is not an unreasonable approach to take. 4 It may be the case that the Grievant was
simply inattentive, allowing�to board the wrong flight. He could have walked around her at the
4

Q. [By Mr. Dettinger): Now, what proof did you have that Lnum did not secure her jctwny?
A. [Smithj: Thnt
got on board the aircran. (R. 70).
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gate. But this would mean that the flight attendant counting passengers (the "C' attendant) would
also be negligent by incorrectly recording the number of passengers, in this case 91 (she would have
missed it by one).5
Q. So if Agent X didn't scan it -boarding card), it wouldn't be on here [the
gate scanner log], right?
A. Right.
Q. But you would have one additional person A. On the aircraft, yes, sir. (R. 76).
Improbable, but not impossible-was given an "incorrect" boarding pass or the
scanner malfunctioned on this boarding pass. 6 Absent any testimony by�in any form, at best
For the Company's theory to be adopted, at lea t two people would have lo be negligent in pcrfonning their
job. The Grievant would have to be negligent in not scanning a boarding pass, or not listcning to the so-coiled "rejection sound"
the scanner makes when the wrong pass is entered. At the same time, the night allcndant counting passengers would have to be
negligent in counting. Again, "the count provided by {the "middle" Flight Attendanll ''C" must agree with the operations
Agent's count, and be added to !he rev napkin. If the counts disagree, "C" must recount." (UX 9). There is no evidence there
was any recount. The joint probability function for two acts of negligence is outside the envelop of reasonableness.
6

Manager of Ramp and Operations at Hobby, Brian Smith, addressed the boarding card question this way:

• + • In Lhis case i
had been given the wrong boarding pass or tried to gain access to that flight, then
Agent X should have tried to scan his boarding card and it would show up on here that there was an error saying that's not n
good boarding card for this flight. lbat did not show this."

Q, 1l1ere wn.� no such error?
A. No, ma-am.
The Arbitrator: Which tells you what?
did not check in for the night. In other
The Witness: Which tells me that
at this stag
words, he had n boarding card, like if you have a boarding card that should be for that flight, ifl try to scan that nnd you don't
belong, it'll tell me that, no, you know, Mr. so-and-so doesn't belong on this flight. Thul did not happen.
The Arbitrator: Which means he got on the airplane without anybody scanning a card.
The Witness: Yes, sir.
The Arbitrator: Otherwise, you're saying ifhc tried to scnn the wrong card, it would hove shown up.
The Witness: It would have shown up on this, yes, sir. (R. 45).

Mr. Smith acknowledged that he had seen this situation before "as n fom1er customer service agent." In his words "you
con type in the wrong name or gel close to the wrong nome end pull up someone else's PNR, someone else's reservation, nnd
give them the wrong boarding pass." (R. 50). Smith, however, stated he did some checking and eliminated this ns a possibilit)•.
The Union, of course, asserts that all the evidence shows is that a reservation was made and a boarding card was issued
for the Dallas night. There is nothing to show that the passenger wns handed the correct Dallas card (R. 73-74), nor did m1yone
ask-if he still had the boarding card he was given:
Q. But no one ever asked the passenger ir he had ii?
A. No, sir, not to my knowledge.
Q. So, we didn't have the bourding cnrd to know whether or not she did scan it and we didn't BSk the
passenger. Is that correct?
A. Right. That's from what I understand. 1-wc never asked him in Houston (R. 85-86).
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the case is a "toss up," with no party having the "upper hand" with respect to asse11ing clear facts
regarding how�boarded the wrong flight.
So there is no misunderstanding, the infirmity in this case is not that the Company's case is
entirely circumstantial. I am on record as acknowledging that as in a court of law, circumstantial
evidence is considered a fully probative device. As stated by one Arbitrator in A.P. Green
Refi·actories Co., 67-1 ARB il9338 at 4207 (Krimsly, 1967)(cited in Hill & Sinicropi, Evidence in
Arbitration (BNA Books, 1987)(2d edition) at 11:
Many times direct, eyewitness proof is valueless, for it is not unconunop for the eyewitness
to be in en-or. No witness plans to be in a location of an accident or other <lcourrence. When
the occurrence he witnesses happens, he is caught up in the train of action which becomes
a part of the fabric and background of his own existence. The difficulty occurs when we
inte1vret what we see. We do not live in a vacuum, our general background, education,
training and other factors entering into the making of our personality are brought into play
to transition the raw electrical impulses of our body chemistry into meaningful thought. It
is this process of interpretation which makes one decide that what he sees has meaning, and
our backgrounds vary so does this interpretative process whereby we "see" the same thing
differently.
For this reason so-called circumstantial evidence has great validity. Circumstantial
evidence is merely the taking of known facts, determining if they raise reasonable inferences
or concepts concerning the occurrence under investigation. We do the same thing with
"circumstantial evidence" that the eyewitness does with the messages his optic nerves send
to his brain.
Therefore, known circumstances surrounding the questionable event, merely another
term for circumstantial evidence, are fit into a pattern so that we can reconstruct the event
involved. The question, therefore J is not whether circumstantial evidence is valid, but
what does it mean. Are the inferences reasonably deducible therefrom weighted in the
favor of one or the other determination of the cause of an event.
Because the evidence record leaves me with more than one possible conclusion regarding
how the mis-boarding of a passenger happened on November 2, 20 l 0, coupled with the fact that little
effort was made to obtain the story from� the one person would could shed the most light on
how he ended up on the wrong flight, the following award is compelled:

Query: Suppose a boarding pass was issued to-in the wrong name? The mistake would not show on any
documents. Simply because a boarding pass was issued for Flight 8 in Aflra's name docs not mean this pass was actually given
to Afra, rtlthough 1 concede this scenario is unlikely, given this evidence record. llcrc, again, a conversation with-arguably
would have been instructive.
SWA& TWU 555
HOU-0-1611/10 (2011).
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VI. AWARD
The grievance is sustained in all respects. The Grievant disciplinary warning is to be
removed from Agent X's employment File.

Datedt�Jj_dayof April,20IO,
at DeKalb, IL 60115

M &Aviv\\ w

Marvin Hill
Arbitrator
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